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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the series of papers [3-51, Peterson and Ecker provide a comprehensive 
duality theory for quadratically constrained quadratic programming and 
&-constrained l,-approximation problems. Both classes of problems are 
shown to be transformable to the form: 
minimize Go(x) 
subject to G,(x) < 0 k = 1, 2,..., r (1) 
5 E P 
where G,(X) = &.I p;’ 1 si - bi 11’1 + .Q[ - 61,~ , k = 0, l,..., r, pi > 1 
for all i; [k] = {q , nz,,, ,..., n,}, k = 0, l,..., r; ]k[ = n, + I, k = 0, l,..., v; 
WI, = 1, m, = n,_, + 2, n, + 1 = n; b E Rn and P a subspace of Rn. 
In [5], degeneracy of the above problem is defined in terms of the dual 
feasible set and it is shown that each degenerate problem may be reduced 
to a canonical (nondegenerate) problem. The most important property 
[5, Theorem 3.41 of a feasible degenerate problem of the form (I) is that 
it is possible to find a sequence of feasible points for which the objective 
function is nonincreasing and the objective or constraint functions (or both) 
approach -co. In this note an alternate approach to degeneracy and reduction 
to canonical form using only the primal problem is presented. The approach 
is geometric in that it is based on the idea, presented in [l], of projecting 
the constraint set and objective function on the orthogonal complement 
of the recession cone of the problem. An advantage of this approach is 
that the difficult part of the Key Theorem of [5] follows immediately from 
the definition of degeneracy. (Although the proofs of [I] are themselves 
fairly complex, they become very simple if only the problems treated in 
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the present paper are considered). Also it will be shown that the charac- 
terization of degeneracy in [5] may be simplified by replacing a nonclosed 
cone by its closure, thus permitting detection of degeneracy by solving a 
single system of linear inequalities. 
The notation and terminology of this note is based on that of [l, 51. 
2. DEGENERACY AS DEFINED IN [3], [4], AND [5] 
The feasible region of the dual of (1) is {y: yla[ = 1, y E Y n D} where 
D = PL and 
Y = {y E Rn:ylkt 3 0 andyj,.. = 0 only ify, = 0 for each in [k], k = 0, l,...,r). 
The sets, 8 and y are defined by: 
and 
y = {k: ylk[ > 0 for some y E Y n D} 
6 = {k: ylk[ = 0 for each y E Y n D}. 
Problem (1) is said to be degenerate if 6 is not empty and otherwise canonical. 
If 0 E 6, (1) is said to be totally degenerate. 
For each degenerate, but not totally degenerate program, a reduced 
program is defined by deleting the constraint GL(x) < 0 if k E S and by 
replacing P with a subspace of smaller dimension P’. (In [q, this subspace 
is denoted by P*.) If P is taken to be the range of some matrix rZ, then P’ is the 
range of the matrix obtained from A by deleting the rows {[k] u ]k[: k E S}. 
It is easily shown that the reduced problem is canonical. 
3. DEGENERACY AS DEFINED IN [l] 
If a direction of recession is common to both the objective function and 
constraint set of a programming problem, it will be called a direction of 
recession of the programming problem. If a programming problem with 
closed convex objective function and closed convex feasible region has a 
nonzero direction of recession it is said to be degenerate and otherwise 
canonical. If a program is degenerate, it is possible, as shown in [I], to 
“project” the program on the orthogonal complement of the recession 
cone of the problem and obtain a reduced program. A finite sequence of 
such projections always yields a canonical problem. 
A vector v E S, the recession cone of (l), must have the property that 
409155/2-2 
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for any feasible x0, and all nonnegative A, x0 + ho is feasible and G,(xO + hv) < 
G,(.lco). Since pi > 1, a vector e, will have this property if and only if 
VEP 
6-i == 0 for ;E[k] k =0, I,2 ,..., r 
and 
qr;[ < 0 for k = 0, I,..., r. 
It is easily shown that a vector UE S, lies in the relative interior of S if and 
only if it has a maximum possible number of negative components. 
From [ 1, Theorems 3.5 and 3.71, it follows that the objective and constraint 
functions of the reduced problem may be determined, from a @in the relative 
interior of S, by calculating limits of the original objective and constraint 
functions in direction of 6. In the present case these limits have the simple 
form: 
‘Al+? G,(x + hr?) = G,(x) if VJ,[ = 0 
=-a if z’lk[ < 0. 
Therefore in the reduced form corresponding to (l), the functions G,(x) 
such that @lk[ = 0 remain unaltered and constraints corresponding to k 
such that .nlk[ < 0 are deleted. The subspace P is replaced by a subspace P’ 
of smaller dimension. As pointed out in [I], P’ is obtained from P by choosing 
a matrix whose columns span P and deleting the rows corresponding to the 
deleted constraints. The columns of the resulting matrix span P’. 
The reduced problem obtained in this manner is canonical in the sense 
of this section and so no more reductions are necessary. 
4. EQUIVALENCE OF THE Two CHARACTERIZATIONS OF DEGENERACY 
To show that the two characterizations of degeneracy are equivalent, 
we must show that for a problem of the form (l), both methods give the 
same canonical reduced form. Define OL q Z {k: clk[ < 0, FE kS}. Then it 
must be shown that OL = 6. 
We define the polyhedral cone L, so that -.F = L*, the polar cone of L. 
Thus 
L = {X E Rn: si = 0, i E [k] and xl,[ rg 0 R = 0, I ,..., r) 
LEMMA 1. 0rC6. 
Proof. Let k E 01. Then the implication 
x E P n L => @I,[, x) > 0 
where el,t is the ]k[th unit vector, is false. 
(2) 
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By [2, Theorem 3.51, the system 
y = q,[ , 3’E(PfTL)” (3) 
has a solution if and only if (2) is valid. Since P and L are both finitely 
generated (P n L)* = P* + L* = Pl + L* = D + L*. The dual cone of 
L is seen to be 
L* = (z E R”: zlj[ < 0, ]j[ = 0, I,..., r}. (4) 
Thus the solubility of the system (3) is equivalent to the solubility of 
e],[ = w + CL’, WED, VCL* 
which is equivalent to the existence of a 
y  E D n (-L*) with ylk[ > 0. (5) 
Therefore if (2) is false, (5) h as no solution. The set -L* contains F and 
therefore there is no y E F n D with ylr;[ > 0. Thus k E 8. 1 
COROLLARY. I f  (1) is degenerate according to Section 3 it is degenerate 
according to Section 2 and equivalently if (1) is canonical according to Section 2 
it is canonical according to Section 3. 
LEMMA 2. If cy. is empty, then 6 is empty. 
Proof. If CL is empty, then (2) is a true implication for k - l,..., r. Thus 
for each k = 1 ,.,., r, there is a yk E D n (-L*) with ylk[ > 0. Letting y 
be the sum of the y” yields 
y  = i y”EDn(-L*) and Y]s[ > 0 k = 0, l,..., Y. 
I;=1 
Thus y E F and 6 is empty. 
COROLLARY. If (1) is canonical according to Section 3 it is canonical 
according to Section 2. 
The preceding corollaries immediately give 
THEOREM 1. A problem of the form (1) is degenerate (canonical) according 
to [2] if and only if it is degenerate (canonical) according to [3]. 
To show that starting with any degenerate program the same canonical 
reduced form is obtained with both of the methods we must demonstrate 
that 01 = 6. 
THEOREM 2. a = 6. 
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Proof. In view of Lemma 1 we need only show that (Y cannot be a proper 
subset of 6. Suppose, to the contrary, that jE 6 and j$o1. The reduced 
canonical form obtained using Section 2.2 will then contain the jth con- 
straint. By Theorem 1 this reduced problem, containing the jth constraint 
is canonical according to Section 2.1. Thus for each i $ (Y, there is ay E 5 n D’ 
with yli[ > 0, where D’ = P’l is the subspace of the reduced problem as 
described in Section 2. Adding these together we have a F E 7’ n D’ with 
j$[ > 0 for all i $ CY. Here, following the convention of [5], indices of com- 
ponents of vectors in P’ and D’ are labeled according to the corresponding 
components of vectors in P. For example, if for all s’ E P’ the fifth component 
of x is equal to the tenth component of a corresponding x E P; then the 
fifth component of X’ will be labeled *vIu and the fifth component of a ?v’ E D’ 
will be labeled yiO. 
A vector y” E r n D with yjo > 0 is obtained by letting yho -: y,# for 
h $ (JkEll [k] u ]k[ and -v,~O = 0 otherwise. Since j $01, yyjr = ylj[ > 0, which 
contradicts j E S and completes the proof. 
COROLLARY [5, Theorem 3.11. If  x0 E P, then for each number L, there 
exists a vector xf E P such that xi+ = 0 for each i E UkEY {[h] u ]k[) and such 
that G,(.z” - x+) < L fey each k in 6. 
Proof. Choose a vector c in the relative interior of S, the recession 
cone of (1). From the properties of any vector in S (Section 2.2) it follows 
that ZT, = 0 for i E (JkEY]k[. Since z?],[ < 0 for k E 6, it follows that 
Gp(.rO - ta) < L for k ES and a sufficiently large positive t. 1 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
Using the fact that OL = /3, the proof of Lemma 1 shows that (1) is 
degenerate, i.e., (2) does not hold, if and only if (5) has no solution, i.e., 
there is no y  E D n (-L*) with ylk[ > 0 for some k. But this is exactly 
the definition of degeneracy given in Section 2 and [5], with the nonclosed 
cone Y replaced with the polyhedral cone 
-L* = {z E Rfl: .qj[ > 0 ]j[ = l,..., I>. 
Therefore degeneracy may be detected and the reduced problem obtained 
by solving the sequence of linear programs 
LP(4 maximize Yld 
subject to YED 
J]j[ 2 0 j = 0, l,..., Y. 
y],r < 1 
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for n = l,..., r. Each n for which the optimal YI,,[ is positive is an element 
of y. 
Alternatively the sequence of linear programs in the primal space P 
maximize “%ll 
Wm) subject to XEP 
“lm[ 3 0 m = 0, I,..., T 
xi = 0 iE CJ [m] 
m=0 
iqm[ < 1 
may be solved. Each m for which the optimal xlrn[ is positive is then an 
element of 6. 
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